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TethysEMS™ Receives the Best Trading System Accolade at the 2017
Technical Analyst Awards Ceremony Held in London
NEW YORK – May 4, 2017 – Tethys Technology, an industry leader in financial software
development for the capital markets, today announced that its TethysEMS™, the company’s
multi-asset trade execution system was named the ‘Best Trading System’ at the Technical
Analyst Awards 2017 at its awards ceremony in London on April 27, 2017.
TethysEMS™ provides strategy simulation, optimal trade execution, trade opportunity detection
and risk management. It’s rich interface and advanced functionality enables clients to trade
global equities, futures, options and foreign exchange and execute cross-asset algorithmic
trading. The 2017 platform release offers significantly improved order and market data processing
speed and capacity. Every major component was rewritten to provide the lowest latency multiasset EMS platform available today. The platform also includes the highly acclaimed TethysAlgo
suite of highly optimized broker neutral execution strategies and algorithms, as well as
comprehensive Transaction Cost Analysis data.
Per the Technical Analyst Awards judges, “The Best Trading System is Tethys Technology.
Although a fairly specialised choice, the work they have done to optimise execution from market
microstructure is comprehensive. In terms of the ‘buy vs. build’ choice, it is a solid
recommendation from the ‘buy’ camp. We also liked the fact they presented hard numbers on the
effects of slippage, which means they have done serious work behind order execution
optimisation.”
The Technical Analyst awards are devoted to technical analysis research and trading software for
the institutional market and assessed by a panel of independent judges, each of them experts in
their respective fields.
“In February, TethysEMS™ won the ‘Best EMS’ award at the Fund Technology and WSL Awards
for its improved order process speed, capacity and market data processing. These wins further
validate TethysEMS’ leading performance and Tethys commitment to innovation for our clients,”
said Nitin Gambhir, CEO and President.
###
About Tethys Technology
Tethys Technology, Inc. is an award-winning industry leader in financial software development,
algorithmic trading and market microstructure research. Since 2004, Tethys has focused on
developing analytics and toolsets that allow our clients to achieve optimal trade-execution. For
more information, please visit www.tethystech.com.
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